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ENTRETIEN
Les compagnies pétrolières se comportent mieux lorsque la loi
et les entités chargées de la faire respecter les y contraignent,
déclare au PGA Audrey Gaughran,
directrice du Programme sur les questions thématiques globales
au Secrétariat international d’Amnesty International
u Il faut une réglementation plus efficace des industries extractives en Afrique de l’Ouest
u Les Etats doivent avoir la volonté de mener des enquêtes et des poursuites dans des cas

dans lesquels les activités des entreprises ont des impacts négatifs à l’étranger
u Amnesty International ne demande pas beaucoup de nouvelles lois. Souvent, celles-ci

existent mais elles ne sont pas appliquées
(Ci-dessous le texte d’un entretien en date du 9
novembre avec Audrey Gaughran, directrice du
Programme sur les questions thématiques globales
- Global Thematic Issues Programme - et responsable
du programme Afrique au Secrétariat international
d’Amnesty International à Londres - voir son CV
page suivante. Depuis plusieurs années, Amnesty
International travaille sur les industries extractives
- pétrole, gaz et mines - et a récemment publié des
rapports et conduit des actions sur l’impact des
activités pétrolières et gazières sur l’environnement et
les droits de l’homme dans le delta du Niger au
Nigeria et sur le déversement de déchets toxiques en
Côte d’Ivoire).

PGA: Amnesty International (AI) and
Greenpeace International recently published a report on
the dumping of toxic waste in Abidjan in August 2006.
According to these two NGOs Trafigura, the world’s third
largest independent oil trading company, has very important responsibilities in the health tragedy which
followed. At the same time you are going on with your work on oil pollution and human rights violations
in the Niger Delta and Royal Dutch Shell is here particularly under the spotlight. Why is Amnesty
International targeting the oil industry now and in the recent past?
n Audrey Gaughran: Amnesty International’s work on business and human rights
focuses on the oil, gas and mining sector because we receive so many reports of human rights
abuses associated with this sector. Often the abuses are related to pollution and environmental
damage and the victims are whole communities, whose rights to health, livelihood, food and
water can be seriously undermined.
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PGA: The human rights abuses linked with these industrial activities took place in two African
countries, Ivory Coast and Nigeria respectively. You do not seem to think that this is a pure coincidence.
n A.G.: There is a need for more effective regulation of the oil, gas and mining sector in
West Africa. Many West African countries are rich in natural resources or involved in the oil and
gas industry – but we have seen that when companies, particularly big multi-national companies,
are involved, laws are not enforced and ordinary people suffer the consequences.

Often it is the poorest communities
who are exposed to pollution and
environmental degradation. Their
relative lack of power compared to the
companies is exploited. They can find it
very hard to secure the protection of the
law, and face great difficulties when it
comes to getting compensation for
damages done to them.

Impact des industries extractives:
les pauvres souffrent le plus
et doivent ensuite lutter
pour avoir accès à la justice

In the case of Ivory Coast and Nigeria we have seen that it is poor people who have
suffered the greatest harm and then had to struggle to get justice. Amnesty International’s work is
about helping to level the playing field between powerful companies and the communities
whose lives are damaged by corporate operations.
We also find that companies operate to different standards in some cases - in developed
countries where companies have less influence on the regulatory system we have seen the impact
on human rights can be quite different. Think, for example, of the BP Gulf of Mexico oil spill -
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Some recent Amnesty International (AI) reports on business and human rights
→ The Toxic Truth. About a company called Trafigura, a ship called the Probo Koala, and the
dumping of toxic waste in Côte d’Ivoire (AI and Greenpeace International), 25 September 2012.
→ Oil Spill Investigations in the Niger Delta, memorandum, September 2012.
→ Another Bodo Oil Spill ‐ Another Flawed Oil Spill Investigation in the Niger Delta, 3 August 2012.
Website: www.amnesty.org
the way the government of the U.S. reacted, the fact that they insisted on a compensation fund,
and transparency around clean up - this all helped the affected communities get justice. The oil
company would not have done it all voluntarily. There is a sharp contrast to the Niger Delta here
where the oil companies are not well regulated. Companies behave better when the law and the
enforcement agencies of the law require them to do so.
PGA: What are your main demands towards Trafigura and about this company as far as the toxic
waste issue is concerned?
n A.G.: In the case of the toxic waste dumping in Abidjan our main demands are to the
countries where key decisions took place - decisions that ultimately resulted in the tragedy that
unfolded in Abidjan in 2006. We have made specific recommendations to: Ivory Coast, the
Netherlands and the UK. This is because we believe it is important for the States to act to ensure
justice for the victims.

Trafigura brought the toxic waste to Abidjan from Europe on board a ship. Even though
Trafigura knew the waste was dangerous it handed it over to a small Ivorian company that did
not have the capacity to deal with it – the waste was then dumped in various locations around
Abidjan. We have only one demand of Trafigura – to disclose all of the studies and information
it has on the waste that was dumped in Abidjan in 2006. All the data should be in
the public domain so it can be scrutinized by experts and so the people of Abidjan can get
answers.
AI has called on the UK to investigate whether Trafigura breached UK law, given that
many of the company’s key decisions were made by its office in the UK. We have called on the
Netherlands to review its approach to the investigation and prosecution of companies for
actions that have an impact abroad, particular where the starting point of the action occurs in
the Netherlands - as it did in this case. The waste was in Dutch jurisdiction, the Dutch let it
leave. Trafigura was prosecuted in the Netherlands for illegal export of the waste, but the
prosecutor did not consider the case beyond this point and whether illegal actions had occurred
in Ivory Coast.
It is very important that countries are willing to investigate and - where there is credible
evidence of wrongdoing - to prosecute cases where there are impacts abroad. International law
allows States to do this, within certain recognized parameters. In the case of the Ivory Coast, AI
has asked the government to disclose information to the public including on how compensation
paid by Trafigura to the State of Ivory Coast was used.
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PGA: What are you expecting from Shell, other foreign oil companies working in the Niger
Delta, the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) and the Federal government in
Nigeria?
n A.G.: We expect
Shell and other oil
Delta du Niger: nous attendons des
companies - whether
compagnies pétrolières qu’elles nettoient
foreign or national - to
clean up the pollution
la pollution qu’elles ont causé
they have caused and
compensate anyone
et qu’elles indemnisent les personnes affectées
whose livelihood or
health was affected. This
is vital – pollution has occurred over decades in Nigeria and much of it has not been properly
cleaned up. We also call on companies to disclose the age and condition of their infrastructure in
the Niger Delta and to upgrade their infrastructure to ensure that leaks do not occur.
This includes making their infrastructure tamper-proof to prevent illegal bunkering and sabotage.

The government of Nigeria must enforce the laws and set up independent oversight
mechanisms for the oil industry. This has been a long-standing call by human rights and
environmental groups but the regulation of the oil industry in Nigeria is weak. Laws exist but
they are not enforced.
PGA: Is there a dialogue between AI and Trafigura and between AI and Shell about these issues?
And, if this is the case, how do you assess the results of these exchanges?
n A.G.: Amnesty International shared the findings of its investigation into the dumping
of toxic waste in Abidjan with Trafigura and received a short written response from them, which
stated that the report issued by Greenpeace and Amnesty International contained inaccuracies –
however, Trafigura did not name any specific inaccuracies and AI and Greenpeace stand by
their in-depth investigation and findings. Amnesty International has had no further
engagement with Trafigura and our focus is on securing action by the States involved.

Amnesty International has had many discussions with Shell over many years. Amnesty
has shared its research findings with Shell in advance of publication and invited them to
comment. While dialogue is important, in Amnesty International’s view it is only useful if it
leads to real change on the ground, and in this regard the organization has been disappointed
by Shell. Shell repeatedly says the company wants to look to the future – but Shell cannot move
forward until it addresses the past. The people of the Niger Delta have to live with the effects of
past pollution and until Shell addresses this, it is not meaningful to say ‘look to the future’. The
way forward lies in dealing with the past.
AI also talks to the government of Nigeria about the pollution issues in the Nigeria Delta –
in particular the need to implement the recommendations of the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) report. The government of Nigeria is ultimately responsible for the human
rights impacts of the oil industry in the Niger Delta. They need to take action to prevent pollution
by insisting that certain standards are met with regard to the condition and maintenance of
infrastructure. This includes the necessity to make oil infrastructure tamper proof from sabotage.
They also need to take far stronger action to fine companies, and hold them to account when oil
spills and other pollution do occur.
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Again, if we look at what the U.S. government did after the spill in the Gulf of Mexico in
2010 this is the kind of action Nigeria should be taking. Even though there was some criticism of
the U.S. government for not doing more, the fact is, in the Niger Delta, we have not seen in 50
years as much action to remedy oil spills as we saw in the Gulf of Mexico case in six months. The
issue is more complicated because the government is a partner in oil ventures, but the
government's first responsibility is to protect the people.
PGA: Beyond these two cases what do you expect broadly from the oil industry and from oilproducing countries in the near and mid-term future?
n A.G.: The most
important issue is the
Les responsabilités des pays hôtes
enforcement of laws and
regulations to protect
et des pays d’origine des compagnies
the environment and
pétrolières et minières sont complémentaires
people. Amnesty International does not look
for lots of new laws –
often the issue is that the laws exist but are not enforced. In too many cases the companies have
a lot of influence over the government or the regulators and this has to stop.

Amnesty International is also looking for much greater transparency for oil companies –
not just financial transparency but non-financial reporting on human rights and environmental
risks and impacts.
PGA: According to AI oil and energy-consuming countries also bear some part of the
responsibility. Could you elaborate on this point?
n A.G.: The home countries of oil, gas and mining companies have a responsibility, in our
view, to regulate the companies in relation to their global operations. This is a vital element of
the protection of human rights because in some respects the home state is best placed to regulate
on certain issues. This does not take away the responsibility of the host state – the two are
complementary.

